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Brand Winery overlooks
the rolling hills of
Napa Valley. Architect
Juancarlos Fernandez’s
design of the winery
structures reflects the
historic architecture
of the West.

BRAND WINERY

Impeccable
Taste
Architect Juancarlos Fernandez fused
Old Western charm with modern functionality
at a Napa Valley winery BY GWENDOLYN PURDOM

L

ike a fine wine, great architecture has layers of
complexity—and plenty of flavor. So when Signum
Architecture’s Juancarlos Fernandez was brought
on to envision one of Napa Valley’s hottest new wineries, he bucked the traditional and opted for something sleek that would set itself apart. The owners of
Brand Winery initially wanted a classic barn structure
to reflect the pastoral hillside setting, but Fernandez
pushed them to consider a different rural motif.
CONTINUED
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A central skylight
in the main building
casts ample natural
light onto the winery’s
fermentation area and
adjacent tasting room.
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(CONTINUED) “The

concept comes from mining towns in Colorado and Utah. They are
taller buildings, more simple in their shapes,
and more basic in their design,” Fernandez,
who worked at Lail Design Group when he
designed the project, says. “I used those
ideas and concepts and tried to bring a European flavor to the project.” CONTINUED g

“The concept comes from mining towns in Colorado and
Utah. The buildings are taller, more simple in their shapes,
and more basic in their design. I also tried to bring a
European flavor to the project.” - JUANCARLOS FERNANDEZ

Photos by Adrián Gregorutti, gregophoto.com
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Rough-sawn Douglas
fir and softer materials
in the hospitality space
are a gentle contrast
to the cool metal and
concrete palette of
the production areas.

signum architecture is a design-oriented firm working
on commercial, winery and residential architecture
st helena, ca / napa valley
p 707 963 8831 / info@signumarchitecture.com
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“We located the boulders
around the winery in a
way that gave the sense
that we just carved our
niche into the hill.”
- JUANCARLOS FERNANDEZ

Brand Winery now stretches
across 12 acres perched above Lake Hennessey, its contemporary corrugated metal
main building jutting into the open sky. Working with landscape designer Hoichi Kurisu,
Fernandez accented his mining mindset with
natural elements that would reflect the surroundings. Boulders that dot the grounds were
dug out of the hill to create a 6,000-squarefoot wine cave. “We located them around the
winery in a way that gave the sense that they
were around it and we just carved our niche
into the hill,” Fernandez says.

(CONTINUED)

Design details like the
sculpted iron sconces in
the wine cave are an expression of Fernandez’s
unique concept, which
blends the architectural
vocabulary of historic
Western mining towns
with the sophistication
of European design.
The combination was a
perfect match for Copper Iron Designs’ Andrew
Bradford, a skilled
metalworker and architect who was trained in
England and designed
lighting and architectural details for the
Brand Winery project.

“Carlos has a vision
for the overall design
of a project. He is not
constrained by ‘Napa
Valley design,’ and he
stays true to his vision,” says Bradford,
who has designed and
fabricated rails, gates,
lighting, and architectural elements for Fernandez’s winery and
residential projects for
more than 15 years. “I
enjoy working with him
because he has a great
design sense and is
concerned and interested in how something will be built.”

The cave itself, used for storing Brand’s
barrels at naturally cool temperatures,
stands beside the towering CONTINUED g
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main building that houses the
vineyard’s fermentation tanks and tasting
room. Inside, light spills in through a central
skylight that lines the tall ceilings. Fernandez used rough-sawn Douglas fir and softer
materials in the hospitality space to contrast the cool steel, metal, and concrete of
the production areas. By also playing with
proportions throughout the design—including calibrated outdoor columns and eightfoot concrete wainscoting instead of the
standard three—Fernandez added interest
and detail without getting in the way or distracting from the winery’s business.
(CONTINUED)

“We didn’t want to compromise the process
of making the wine just for aesthetics,” he
says. “It was a really good balance.” a

Portland-based Kurisu International, Inc. has been
creating natural-style
gardens since 1972. The
Brand Winery gardens, designed and built by owner
Hoichi Kurisu, make it “a
destination for people;
it is not only a place for
people to come taste wine,
but more so an experience where they can get
a real sense of relaxation,
rejuvenation, and peace
that they can take home
with them,” says Kurisu.

